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There is a size Avery Thresher 
for every size run.

THE CANADIAN THRESHERMAN AND FARMER

These Fingers Hunt Around for the Last Kernels and Get Them
The straw is spread out in a thin layer—all bunches 

are torn apart—the kernels drop from the straw rack 
on to the grain pan below. In twenty-seven field tests 
threshing on canvas, Avery Threshers saved 99 9/10%, 
practically perfect work. Think of what it means to be 
able to thresh your customer’s grain and save it like 
this—to put their grain into the wagon-box and not in 
their straw stack.

No other threshers have this I.X.L. Saving Device, 
only Avery “Yellow-Fellow” and “Yellow-Kids," that is 
why we back Avery Threshers with the strongest grain
saving warranty given with any makeof machine. You 
will find it printed right on every Avery order blank.

OTHER EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Avery Threshers also have cylinder teeth guaranteed

for life against breakage. They are made of genuine 
tool steel and arc almost unbreakable. If you break 
one from any cause, we replace it free.

Avery Threshers have rone pulley belt guides, the 
most successful belt guide made. It keeps the belt in 
line even on the windiest day, and even though the 
machine is out of line.

Averys have adjustable concaves and a high adjust
able grate (not a stationary one) behind the cylinder, 
they get the grain out of the heads and are adjustable 
for any condition of the straw. They have solid 
rubber feeder webs. They carry all the grain into the 
feeders and prevent wastage. They have tank steel 
wind stacker drums and wind stacker fans with boiler 
plate wings.

WRITE FOR «VERY THRESHER CUT*LOG
Learn all about the Avery Thresher, built in eight sises, a size lor every sise threshing run. Also learn about the Avery Kerosene 
Tractors—the ideal power plant for the other end of your threshing rig built in sis sises, a sise for every sise farm. This catalog 
shows all Av ,ry machines in their natural colors and espial ns their many features. Write for freo ropy. Address

CANADIAN AVERY CO., LIMITED, Western Canadien Distributers 
MAIN OFFICE, WINNIPEG


